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Benvenuti!
I am so delighted to welcome you to the inaugural issue of
ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine, the first and only publication in English
about the region.
The sun is shining, birds are chirping their cheerful tunes and nothing
can hold back spring. These difficult times will pass and we will all be
able to enjoy Abruzzo again soon. Our small team of authors prepared
an exciting line-up of articles for you, a virtual trip around the region.
We start with the centuries-old rite, La Festa dei Serpari, in the town of
Cocullo, where pagan and Christian traditions mix. Moving north of
Cocullo, we head to the area of the ancient Italic tribe of Vestini, near
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the modern day Capestrano, where the magnificent statue of a warrior
king was found. Next, you will learn what expat life is like during the
quarantine restrictions in Roccaspinalveti, a small hilltop town in the
south of the region. You will hike in the footsteps of medieval hermits
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along the arduous Spiritual Trail in the Majella National Park, grill
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mountain spinach and find out what makes Abruzzo’s rosé wine

delicious arrosticini in Campo Imperatore, learn how to cook the
special.
ABRUZZISSIMO Magazine will strive to be the indispensable source of
information and inspiration for those who are passionate about
Abruzzo, dream of traveling or moving here or already live in this
beautiful corner of Italy. It will be filled with features about the hidden
depths of Abruzzo’s history and culture, practical guides to
destinations across the region, comprehensive expert advice on
moving and living here, fascinating stories from expats already
enjoying the life they have always dreamed of and unmissable special
offers. Published ten times a year in a digital format, ABRUZZISSIMO
Magazine will be delivered directly to your email box.

A presto,
Anna Lebedeva
Editor
P.S. What would you like to know about living in or traveling to
Abruzzo? Let me know and we’ll try to incorporate it into a
future story!
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WHAT'S ON

FESTIVALS, EXHIBITIONS, CONCERTS AND
EVENTS AROUND ABRUZZO
In the future, this section will be dedicated to
festivals, concerts and various happenings
across Abruzzo. However, the coronavirus
emergency means that no events will be going
ahead this month, so we want to offer you a
few ideas for virtual travel around Abruzzo.
Explore and admire the region’s treasures and
natural beauty from the comfort of your own
home.

VIRTUAL TOUR OF THE
NATIONAL MUSEUM
While the quick virtual tour created by The
National Museum of Abruzzo in the Forte
Spagnolo of L’Aquila lacks detailed
information and doesn’t fully reflect the
wealth of its collection, it gives a brief
introduction to whet your appetite and
invite you to visit the exposition in person.

To navigate between the rooms, rotate the
image (click on Start/Stop Autorotation)
and click on the pulsating dots.
Web link:
www.archimetria.it/vt/mobile/Munda_2018
/output/index.html

ABRUZZO IN REAL TIME
Grab a glass of Montepulciano d’Abruzzo and
get comfy in your armchair to watch some of
the prettiest corners of Abruzzo in real time on
webcams. Live streams are available from the
beaches of Fossacesia Marina, Tortoreto, Alba
Adriatica and Giulianova, mountain slopes in
Campo Imperatore and Prati di Tivo, the main
streets and squares in Campli and
Pescocostanzo that are slowly filling up with a
buzz of a normal daily life.
Web link:
www.skylinewebcams.com/en/webcam/italia/
abruzzo.html
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Online you can see six rooms with artefacts
and religious art dating from the Italic
period to the 17th century. Room A is filled
with archaeological finds from the ancient
cities of Amiternum, Aveia and Peltuinum
including a beautiful carved-in-stone
Roman calendar. Room B is dedicated to
Medieval Abruzzo with a stunning
collection of paintings and sculptures
depicting the Madonna. In rooms C, D and E
you’ll find masterpieces from early
Renaissance. Room F has works by
Neapolitan artists from the 1600s.

WHAT'S ON

RURAL ABRUZZO IN A
DOCUMENTARY

FESTIVALS, EXHIBITIONS, CONCERTS AND
EVENTS AROUND ABRUZZO

VIRTUAL TOUR OF THE
CIVITELLA DEL TRONTO
FORTRESS
Stretching over an area of 25,000 square
meters, the Fortress of Civitella del Tronto
is one of the largest and most important
examples of military engineering in Europe.
It withstood many sieges and battles. Built
in the 16th century by Philip II of Habsburg,
King of Spain, it guarded a strategic
position, between the Kingdom of Naples to
the South and the Kingdom of the Holy See
to the North. The fortress was restored a
few decades ago and is worth a day trip
when the current travel restrictions are
lifted. In the meantime, check out the
impressive virtual tour on the fortress’
website. The version in English will take you
to the parade grounds, garrisons, the water
cistern, weapons museum and the ramparts
with breathtaking views over the
surrounding mountain ranges and the sea.
Click on the yellow “i” symbols for
information and, for an immersive
experience, turn the audio on (the last
yellow button on the top right of the screen)
to accompany your virtual tour with a sound
track.

Watch “Terre Di Cannabis” (in Italian with
English subtitles) on YouTube:
www.youtu.be/bjFN6-typTk

Web link:
www.fortezzadicivitella.it/fortezzavt/en/ind
ex.html
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Stunning panoramic shots, tranquil
mountain villages and glimpses of daily life
in rural Abruzzo – you will find it all in a
little gem of a documentary called “Terre Di
Cannabis”. The film tells the story of
Jacopo Paolini, who eight years ago came
back to his native Abruzzo to cultivate
hemp, a plant once widely grown here.
Together with a few childhood friends and
relatives, he wants to turn the region into
one of the world’s biggest producers.
Overcoming prejudices and obstacles, he
managed to create jobs and bring people
to a small economically depressed area
that suffered from depopulation for
decades. The documentary was made in
Acciano and Beffi, two beautiful towns in
the Province of L’Aquila, ravaged by fires in
2007 and the earthquake of 2009. It is a
story of hope and love for Abruzzo and a
true visual treat to watch: the camera
lingers on villagers’ weathered faces, sun
rolling behind the mountains, green
tomatoes ripening in a garden. It makes you
fall in love with Abruzzo over and over
again.

TRADITION

THE ANCIENT SNAKE
FESTIVAL OF COCULLO
By Jolanda Ferrara
The famous Snake Catchers’ Festival of Cocullo, which combines pagan and
Christian rites, will not be taking place this year but it is worth putting on your list
of things to see for the future.
Cocullo is a small medieval town with a
population of 200 people in the Province of
L’Aquila, just over an hour from Rome and 40
minutes from Pescara. Perched on a rocky
hilltop, it is surrounded by wild rugged
beauty, national parks and nature reserves.
Every year, on May 1, up to 30,000 pilgrims –
along with the curious, academics, and
journalists from all over the world – gather
to watch the Festa dei Serpari, a procession
of snake catchers, a rite that has remained
unchanged for many centuries.

FESTIVAL
The origins of the festival have been
obscured by time. Valter Chiocchio from Pro
Loco di Cocullo, a volunteer, grass-roots
group, which organises the festival, explains:
“How long and why this tradition exists in
time that we haven’t yet managed to find the
starting point.”
around the 11th century, Christians adapted
According to some historians, the festival

the ritual to honour Saint Dominic.

has strong pagan roots connected to the
times when, almost 3,000 years ago, on

The town’s patron saint, San Domenico, was

spring’s arrival, local Italic tribes offered live

believed to protect people from the bites of

snakes to appease Angitia, the ancient

poisonous snakes and rabid animals. In

goddess of snakes and healing. Later,

Cocullo, two relics are kept in the main
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Cocullo is still unclear. It goes so far back in

TRADITION

Giampiero Duranti

church: the saint’s molar tooth and his

SNAKES AND CATCHERS

mule’s iron shoe. All year round, the faithful
pray to San Domenico, but on May 1, the
worship becomes an open-air spectacle.
On the morning of the festival, in the
small church of San Domenico, parishioners
take turns to pull a rope with their teeth to
ring the bell in the belief that it will protect
them from toothache all year. Then they
form a line to take a handful of blessed soil
from the cavern behind the saint’s statue,
which they keep in their homes as a
protection from evil, sprinkle in agricultural
fields to keep poisonous snakes away or
dissolve in water and drunk as a remedy

Before the procession, the snake catchers
(serpari), stand in the square in front of the
church, proudly showing off their snakes. The
curious gather around. For many visitors, it is
the only time in their lives that they dare come
so close to the much-feared reptiles. Some not
dare touch them, others brave selfies with
serpents wrapped around their neck or hands.
The snakes used for the festival are docile
and non-venomous. Skilful local snake catchers
begin collecting snakes when the first spring
thaw arrives, around March 19. They catch five

against fever.

different types of harmless reptiles: the four-

In the afternoon, four parishioners bring the

snake (saettone), grass snake (biscia dal

church, where local snake catchers, as a gift
to the saint, “dress” it with the most
beautiful live snakes they could find, some
up to two metres long.
The procession goes through the streets of
the town’s historic centre, densely packed
with spectators.

collare), green whip snake (biacco) and,
sometimes, the rare smooth snake (colubro
liscio). They are treated with respect and fed
boiled eggs and live mice.
The day after the festival, the reptiles are
released back in nature, to the locations where
they were captured. Each snake catcher has
secret places and know all the slithery
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wooden statue of San Domenico outside the

lined snake (cervone), Aesculapian

TRADITION
creatures’ nests and burrows there. They say

IF YOU GO

that snakes are territorial and do not move
more than a few kilometres during their
lives.

When you visit Cocullo, start at the Town
Hall (Piazza Madonna delle Grazie, 1) and see
the permanent multi-media exhibition dedicated

“WHAT IS UNUSUAL FOR
OTHERS, IS NORMAL FOR US”
That’s what locals say about their close
relationship with reptiles. It is an ordinary
thing for local children to learn
the skills of serpari from a young age.
“Serpari could be old and young people, men
and women,” explains Valter Chiocchio.
“They start when they are kids, learning from
their father’s snakes’ behaviour, the capture
techniques and how not to harm them.”
One thing that has changed over the years
is respect and care towards the snakes,
which are now protected by law. Today
they are kept in custom-made heated
terrariums until their release. The local
town hall, with the help of two
herpetologists, runs a conservation project
which, thanks to the data collected every
year by Cocullo’s local snake catchers, is
unique in the world.

to the Feast of San Domenico. You can see
photos of the religious rites and the procession,
learn about local snakes, and watch
documentaries about the festival produced by
broadcasters in Italy and Europe. The exhibition
also has an extensive library of studies and
books on folk traditions in Abruzzo and an
archive of historical documents and records of
events in Cocullo over the centuries.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION:
Guided tours in English can be booked by emailing
info@associazionedinolacocullo.it or calling 39
3486111536. For group tours of Cocullo (excluding
the festival day) contact Pro Loco di Cocullo at
prolocococullo@hotmail.it. For more about the
festival go to www.coculloproloco.it.

Jolanda Ferrara is an Abruzzo-based Italian
journalist, who writes for a number of
regional publications about food, wine and
culture.
Translation and additional reporting by Anna
Lebedeva.
All photos courtesy of Pro Loco di Cocullo.
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Karl Mancini

HISTORY

THE ENIGMATIC
CAPESTRANO
WARRIOR
By Anna Lebedeva
In 1934 Michele Castagna, a farmer from
Capestrano, was preparing a small piece of land
for planting a vineyard. When his hoe hit
something hard in the soil, he thought it was just a
big rock but, trying to remove it, he realised it was
a huge stone sculpture. Determined to get his work
done, he carried on a few steps further from the
mysterious statue, but the hoe’s fork hit something
hard once again – a large stone disk.
As it turned out, the farmer had come across an
ancient necropolis. In the years following the
discovery, archaeologists unearthed tombs and
artefacts dating back to the 6th century BC, which
they connected with Aufinum, an ancient
settlement of an Italic tribe called Vestini. More
recent excavations on the site brought to light
almost one hundred tombs and hundreds of
priceless archaeological finds that give us a
glimpse of a culture long gone.

VESTINI PEOPLE
ancient traditions were slowly forgotten.
One of Vestini’s cities, Aufinum, occupied the
area where the town of Ofena is located today.
The necropolis found below Capestrano was,
most likely, part of that settlement. The
numerous artefacts from the burial grounds —
which were typical for the ancient Vestini tribe —
are displayed in The National Archaeological
Museum of Abruzzo - Villa Frigerj in Chieti:
fragments of funerary statues, weapons, buckles,
sandals, ice crampons, and bronze tableware
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One of the ancient Italic tribes which once lived on
the territory of the modern Abruzzo, Vestini
occupied a large area stretching from the northern
banks of the Aterno River, near the Gran Sasso
mountain range, to the Adriatic coast. The first
mention of Vestini dates back to the 4th century
BC when they joined other Italic tribes in the fight
against the Roman rule. After a quick defeat, the
tribe entered into an alliance with the Eternal City,
while maintaining independence for a while. In the
course of the following few centuries, the Vestini
territory was gradually colonised by Romans, their
local dialect was replaced with Latin and their

HISTORY
that reveals a tradition of banquets. The funerary
statue of the Capestrano Warrior is the largest and
most impressive find from the site.

WHO WAS THE WARRIOR?
Historians named the statue the Capestrano
Warrior (Il Guerriero di Capestrano). Carved from a
single stone block, the Warrior is over two metres
(6.5 feet) high with 135cm (4.5 feet) wide
shoulders. He is wearing a large disk-shaped hat
with a crest, elaborate armor with protective disks
and a tunic. The statue’s face features are sketchy
or, according to some historians, could be covered
by a shield or a funerary mask. In his hands, the
Warrior is holding weapons: a sword, a dagger and
an axe, which are decorated with intricate carvings
of animal figures. In some places, you can clearly
see marks left by the sculptor’s tools. Red pigment
is still visible in some parts, which lead
archaeologists to believe that the sculpture was
originally painted.
“The statue clearly depicts a leader, a warrior with
the armor and weapons indicating his social
rank,” explains Valentina Belfiore, director of the
National Archaeological Museum where the
Warrior of Capestrano is displayed. “On one of the
columns that support the warrior’s figure is an

inscription, which in itself is a sign of distinction.
It is in a paleo-Sabellic language and says
something along the lines that the work is by an
artisan called Aninis for a prominent member of
the community, possibly a king called Nevio
Pompuledio.”
The inscription, “MA KUPRI KORAM
OPSUT ANI..S RAKI NEVI PO...M. II “, seems to
say the work was commissioned for a king, but it
is not possible to read his exact name because
the letters are illegible. “It is likely that the statue
was a victim of memory damnation and voluntary
destruction that we often see happen in history
with the arrival of a new ruler and cultural shifts.
Artefacts like the Warrior were the first ones to
be destroyed because people didn’t want to see
any symbols of the previous power. It could
explain why the king’s name, the statue’s ankles
and some other parts were damaged,” says
Valentina Belfiore.
The fact that the writing on the statue is not
clear leaves room for interpretations. Some
historians say that Aninis is not the name of the
sculptor but rather of the person who
commissioned the funerary statue. A few years
ago, an article in National Geographic suggested
that the Warrior could be the legendary Numa
Pompilio, the second king of Rome. Some have
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HISTORY
suggested that the sculpture depicts a woman
rather than a man, while others, with untamed
imagination, even tried to explain the inscription
using Kabbalah as a proof that the Warrior might
have come from space. The jury is still out but
for the moment, the most widely accepted
version of the translation is this: “Me, a beautiful
image made Aninis for King Nevio Pompuledio.”

that pushed my fragile boy’s limbs forward.”
In the book, the Capestrano Warrior is a hero of
his time with an almost feminine sensibility,
which echoes the modern sentiment of this
land. “For us, people of Abruzzo, il Guerriero
symbolises our proud, strong and gentle
nature,” says Daniela Del Ponte.

A STRONG AND GENTLE HERO
The Capestrano Warrior is one of the bestpreserved sculptures from early Italic
civilisations and a testimony to Abruzzo’s rich
history. It has become a symbol of Abruzzo and
its images can often be seen on the region’s
promotional materials. The enigmatic Warrior
has inspired songs, poems and books. Daniela
Del Ponte, a singer and musician from Chieti who
has written a book, “Io, il Guerriero” (2019, casa
editrice "Il Viandante”), a fictionalised account of
Nevio Pompuledio’s life narrated by himself, says
that the Warrior has a strong sentimental value
for the people of Abruzzo. “He was a king of
Vestini tribe, part of this land’s identity, who
stood tenaciously against conquerors, including
the powerful Rome,” explains the author.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION:
The Capestrano Warrior is part of the
permanent collection of the National
Archaeological Museum of Abruzzo - Villa
Frigerj in Chieti. Guided tours in English can be
organised on request.
Address: via Guido Costanzi, 3, Chieti
Opening hours: Tuesday – Sunday 8.30am –
7.30pm
Tel.: 0039 087 1404392; 0039 087 1331668
Email: pm-abr.villafrigerj@beniculturali.it
Ticket price: €4
Photos by Saliko, CC licence
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Her book talks about life in the ancient city of
Aufinum, the Warrior’s family, friends, and the
difficulties they had to face, such as harsh
weather, battles, famine and epidemics. Daniela
imagines what Nevio’s wedding could have been
like and narrates a poignant story of his wife,
Ninis, commissioning an imposing beautiful
funerary statue when her husband was killed in
battle. One of the most moving scenes in the
book is a bear hunt, an initiation ritual marking
the passage to adulthood for young Nevio:
“Thunder clapped over the horizon and we could
smell the wet soil at a distance. I, a small man,
moved forward fearlessly, surrounded by so
much beauty, ready to battle to the last drop of
blood with my worst nightmare. The enormous
animal was hiding somewhere, ready to fight, win
or die. My spear trembled. I could feel an insolent
courage growing inside me, abating my fear but,
above all, it was the desire to return victorious

LIVING

TIME STANDS STILL
By Helene Jordan-Dodge
A new world opened to Helene and her husband John when they moved from
the State of Virginia in the US to a small town in Abruzzo. She tells our readers
about their life during these difficult times.
The call to live in this corner of Italy was
strong, as Abruzzo is where my mother’s
family was from, and my husband and I
always felt at home here. Three years ago,
we bought a house in Roccaspinalveti, in the
Chieti Province, where our two-level living
space is arranged into two apartments. We
now live on the main level and have opened
a holiday rental in the lower apartment.
John, my husband, did an amazing
renovation on this lower level for our guests.
Our property comes with a large backyard
and a field with a small olive grove and a

we feel their love and acceptance each day.

front courtyard.
Living in our very quiet village here in the Frentani

OUR TOWN
Roccaspinalveti has a lovely 1800s church,
piazzas, the municipal building, post office,
schools, and numerous shops: butchers,
bakeries, green grocers, hardware, bars,
talented artisans and artists throughout the
community. The current population of the
municipality is just over 1200, spread out
within the various hamlets attached to the
town center (centro). And the folks here are
the friendliest people! Everyone says

observing from a distance the human tragedy of
the coronavirus that has been unfolding in Italy.
We track the news and escalating numbers of
positive cases and deaths through government
and news sites. There are many cases in Abruzzo
and one case has so far been documented here in
Roccaspinalveti. As we watched new quarantine
decrees arriving, the unsettling feeling grew that
the tragedy that seemed to be so far away at the
start was coming closer to home.

STAYING HOME

“Buongiorno” or ”Ciao,” often with invites to
come into their homes for coffee. We will

Like everyone else now, we observe the

most likely always be the “gli americani”, but

#iorestoincasa, staying home unless we need
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restaurants and more. There are also many

Mountains of southern Abruzzo, we have been

LIVING
have a large yard, fenced courtyard and outside
steps. Yes, steps… I run up and down them a few
times a week to get the endorphins pumping. It
helps.

groceries, medical attention or prescriptions. Only
one person per family may drive up to the centro to
buy necessities. The shops here are very small, so
for most, only one person can enter the shop at a
time and the rest must queue outside. Leaving the
municipality of Roccaspinalveti is only allowed in
case of an emergency. Things should ease a little
in May.
Gloves and masks are the norm for everyone
in town and we must stand at least one meter from
another person. Even when the neighborhood
vendors make their stops, everyone needs to wear
gloves and masks.

I am a voracious reader, so I read a few books at
the same time, juggling true or fictional crime with
some lighter fare. Since I grew up in an ItalianAmerican family with the nap tradition
firmly in place, it was an easy transition to life here.

IN VIRUS TIME
No walks are allowed except just a few hundred
meters and back to your house but, thankfully, we

John has been working on improvement projects
around the house, as well as splitting wood for
our kitchen fireplace. He also has been cooking
some delicious dishes. Are we getting on each
other’s nerves? You bet! A new normal for many
couples. So we take a timeout from each other
and find a quiet place inside or outside to
decompress.
Am I worried? Of course. I worry for myself, for
John, for family and friends. But then I remind
myself that worry is useless. It can change
nothing. All we can do is follow the regulations,
enjoy some home-centered activities, take
supplements, eat healthy, exercise, video chat
with family and friends and pray a lot.
But we have beautiful views from the rear
balcony of our home, and that is where I find
myself most days. I can push the worries away
and just be infinitely thankful for what John and I
have at this moment. With that said, we are
poised to load our daypacks and hit the
mountains as soon as the restrictions are lifted.
We have been looking out our kitchen window
and dreaming of that “freedom” day: the snowtopped Majella mountain range, medieval hilltop
villages, the blue Adriatic Sea with the distant
Tremiti Islands, a local shepherd with his flock,
the ancient castle ruins. They are all waiting for
us here in Abruzzo.
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For me personally, it is not difficult to stay at
home, but it has been hard without my daily hike or
trek. Pre-virus, you would find me most days taking
a trek around the area or a hike up a mountain,
sometimes with John or a friend, but mostly by
myself. It has always been a way for me to center
myself, flush out any toxic thoughts and reset. We
do like to sightsee and we love to eat out,
especially at our favorite local trattoria, but sadly
all restaurants and bars are closed with the
restrictions and drives around on hold.

Romeo, our dog, and I will head out to the
backyard for some playtime and get some muchneeded Vitamin D. With most people obeying the
self-isolation restrictions, the wild animals are
starting to emerge from their cover and enter
more urban areas. I saw a wild boar in broad
daylight in our olive grove a few weeks back and
again this morning. Normally, they are nocturnal
in our area. And my friend up the road saw a wolf
traipsing down the street in broad daylight.

OUTDOORS

HIKING THE SPIRITUAL
TRAIL
By Jacqui Matthews-Price
The Majella Mountains have drawn hermits, pilgrims and travellers for
centuries. Today, the challenging Spiritual Trail in the Majella National Park
can take you on a multi-day hike in their footsteps.

wanderings by the constellations of the stars

phenomenal beauty, space and peace,

fueled our curiosity. My husband and I packed

capable of making your heart swell and soar

enough kit for four days and took off in their

over and over again. The Majella is a

footsteps, along the Spiritual Trail (Sentiero

fantastically complex clustering of over

dello Spirito).

60 peaks—the highest, Monte Amaro, at
2793 metres above sea level— and 75 lower

The trail is a collection of ancient

lying hills. Its whale-like shape is not easily

pathways that cross the Majella and Morrone

understood from afar, as her peaks remain

massifs for around 85 kilometres, linking the

largely hidden and her aspect constantly

key Celestine hermitages where monks lived

changes with the light and the seasons.

alone or with a few followers in the Middle
Ages. It follows the route taken by Pietro Da

The stories about Majella’s hermits,

Morrone, a hermit, who became Pope

pilgrims and shepherds who charted their

Celestino V in 1294.
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The Majella Mountains retain an aura of

OUTDOORS
A HERMIT, WHO BECAME A POPE
Pietro Angelerio, born into a poor peasant family,
became a Benedictine monk at 17. Drawn to
asceticism, he retreated to the Morrone
Mountain in the territory of modern Abruzzo,
earning the name Pietro da Morrone and gaining
a following among monks. Within a few years, he
formed a small order, a branch of the
Benedictines, later named the Celestines. For
many years, Pietro da Morrone moved from one
isolated mountain location in the Majella to
another, living in caverns and following strict
ascetic practices, devoted to penance and
prayer.
In 1294, the cardinals’ assembly — after two long
years of not being able to fill the highest position
in the Vatican — finally decided to elect the
hermit Pietro da Morrone as a pope. Initially, he
refused the papacy but, at the end, gave in to

The Spiritual Trail connects several hermitages in
the Majella massif where Pietro da Morrone spent
most of his life. We chose to take the east-to-west
route, beginning our journey from the small village
of Serramonacesca (translated as “the land of the
monks”) on the northeastern slopes of the Majella
and arriving at the historical town of Sulmona on the
midwestern side.

The trail starts and finishes at an elevation of
around 400 metres above sea level, but throughout
its 85 kilometre length, we scaled three major
peaks, the highest at just over 2000 metres above
sea level, and steeply descended into the gorges of
two spectacular valleys. We followed the tumbling
waters of mountain rivers, wandered along bears’
tracks and walked amongst wild horses on the high
plains. Throughout our journey, we listened to

In 1313, when political tides changed once
again, Celestine V was canonised.

wolves howling, took in breathtaking views and
barely saw another soul.
It was the wildness of the Majella, sleeping
amongst elusive wild animals, that made this
journey so memorable. As we pitched our tent
on the first night, miles from civilisation in the
remoteness of the forest, we were so excited at
the thought of seeing some nocturnal activity
that we left the tent open, so we could watch
without disturbing. As darkness fell, we settled
down to sleep amongst the damp earthy smells,
and the nighttime sounds of the forest: the
rustles, the owls, the soft footsteps, the leaves,
the breeze.
A few hours later, we were woken by a most
haunting sound, and then there was another, and
another, until the whole forest became alive and
echoed with the mesmerising banshee-like
howling of wolves. How many were there?
Difficult to say. We counted at least four
different notes. We had never realised how loud
the howling of a pack of wolves in close
proximity could be. Quietly, quietly we closed the
door of the tent and zipped it up. Just in case…
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The hermitages are fascinating structures. Some,
such as Santo Spirito in Roccamorice, are quite
elaborate and warrant at least an hour or two to
wander the labyrinth of corridors, cells and rooms.
Others, such as San Giovanni, are tricky to get to, as
they are hidden within steep, rocky gorges with
narrow approaches requiring sure-footedness and a
head for heights.

pressure from King Charles II of Naples and
some cardinals and was crowned Pope
Celestine V. It did not take too long for
everyone, including Celestine V himself, to
realise that he was not capable of doing the job
well. After only five months, citing his old age
and desire to go back to the pure ascetic life of
a hermit, he resigned. However, cardinals,
weary of the free-spirited Pietro da Morrone, did
not allow him to return to his hermitage. He
was imprisoned and died ten months later.
Dante Alighieri, in his Inferno, places Celestine
V at the entrance of Hell for his abdication
and refers to the pope as, “him who made,
through cowardice, the great refusal.”

OUTDOORS
HOW LONG TO TAKE
Although we completed the trail in four days and
three nights, to fully appreciate the scenery, the
villages you pass along the way and, of course, the
hermitages themselves, we do recommend taking
longer — a minimum of five days and four nights.
The trail is not particularly easy to follow or hike:
in fact, it is tough going. You will need to carry
water, camping kit and food, so your packs will be
heavy. You will need a good level of fitness, hiking
experience carrying heavy packs and have good
traditional navigation skills (you cannot rely on
GPS alone as there is no signal in some remote
places). We are both experienced hikers, and know
the landscape of the Majella well, yet this trail is
one of the hardest and most challenging that we
have done.
On a personal note, I pushed myself to the limit a
number of times and had to dig deep in order to
keep going. Scaling to the top of one steep valley
with a pack I could barely lift made my legs
scream and turn to jelly. The focus and mantra of
“one step, one step, keep going,” helped me to
arrive at the summit. Once we had gone across
the ridge, we still had the other side, another
valley, to go down. Everything screamed at me, I
stumbled, I was thirsty, I got cross and I cried but,
I’d do it all over again in a heartbeat.

If you are not ready to go on an arduous multiday walk, you can always tackle separate legs of
the itinerary as one-day hikes.

WHEN TO GO
Winters on the Majella can be harsh, and much
of the route will be snowbound between
November and April. Although much of the route
is in the dappled shade of the woods, a lot is
across open plains. August, when temperatures
can easily reach 30 - 40 degrees C (90 - 100 F),
may be too hot to make the hike comfortable.
You will also need more water, which means
carrying extra weight in already heavy packs as
the water points are, at times, far apart. The
optimum time for taking the trail is either May,
June, early July, or September and October. We
chose the last week of September and this was
just perfect.

OVERNIGHT
ACCOMMODATIONS
Your accommodations will be a combination
of wild camping in your own tent, sleeping in a
rifugio (basic mountain refuge) and, should you
wish it, a bit of luxury in a B&B as you pass
Roccamorice and the spa town of Caramanico.
There are a number of mountain huts along
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OUTDOORS

the way where you are more than welcome to
stay for free. Most have fireplaces, a table and
chairs. Some have a store of wood, but generally
you will need to collect your own. Some have
basic bunks for sleeping, but be prepared to bed
down on the floor (or pitch your tent outside).
Generally, mattresses are best avoided or you
may find your sleeping bag becomes host to a
number of itchy visitors who will be reluctant to
leave!

WATER AND MAPS

The official hiking map of the National
Park, usually available from visitor centres or
online (www.parcomajella.it) is undergoing a
reprint and is currently unavailable. An excellent
alternative can be purchased online from Edizioni

We chose to go from east to west, starting from
Serramonacesca and finishing in Sulmona, for
the simple reason that it was far easier for us to
get back to Serramonacesca from Sulmona,
rather than the other way round.

ITINERARY
Day 1: Serramonacesca to Roccamorice,
20km, 1097m ascent, 682m descent
On this leg of the hike, you will see the 11thcentury Abbey of San Liberatore, the hermitage of
Sant’Onofrio and the 13th-century Caverna of
Sant’Angelo. The trail runs through beech woods,
open plains and gorges.
Where to stay: Kokopelli Camping, just off the
Spiritual Trail, in Serramonacesca, has excellent
facilities for camping, rooms and bell tents for
hire (www.kokopellicamping.co.uk). Agriturismo
Tholos in Roccamorice has comfortable rooms
and an excellent restaurant.
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Water at times can be scarce, but there are
a few drinking fountains along the route. These
are perfectly safe to drink and are often marked
on the map as “fonte”, or with a sign post
directing the way. Indeed some, such as the
waters at Sant’Onofrio in Serramonacesca, are
said to have health-giving benefits. We were
happy to drink directly from from the tumbling
streams but, to be safe, you may want to add a
purifying tablet.

il Lupo (www.edizioniillupo.it) or downloaded
from Avenza digital maps for Apple, for Android.
You will need the Majella Nord version and can
trace the trail that is indicated on the map in blue
with an “S”.

OUTDOORS
Day 2, Roccamorice to Rifugio di Marco,
20km, 1370m ascent, 610m descent
This part of the hike will take you to three
ancient hermitages: San Bartolomeo, Santo
Spirito and San Giovanni. Expect stunning
panoramic views and howling wolves. You will
walk through beech woods, cross small
mountain rivers and gorges. The hermitage of
Santo Spirito is open every day in summer (for
opening hours see www.riparossa.com/visitaleremo).
Where to stay: Rifugio di Marco – a small
mountain refuge, which has two rooms: one is
always open, the other one is reserved for
the Italian Alpine Club members and has to be
booked via email at segreteria@caipescara.it.

Day 3, Rifugio di Marco to Caramanico
Terme, 12km, 210m ascent, 1273m
descent.
Part of the trail runs along the Orfento River
flanked by dramatic vertical cliffs. You will walk
through woods and cross bridges and gorges.
Where to stay: Caramanico Terme is a
reasonable-sized town with accommodation
ranging from hotels and B&Bs to camping and
hostels.

Day 4, Caramanico Terme to Eremo San
Pietro, 18km, 1700m ascent, 670m
descent.

Where to stay: wild camp in the woods close
to the water source of Fonte della Casetta just
before reaching San Pietro.

One of the most famous and beautiful
hermitages in Abruzzo, Eremo di Sant’Onofrio al
Morrone is worth a quick detour from the trail.
The spectacular S. Spirito del Morrone Abbey
(Badia Morronese), where the main seat of the
Celestine order was in 1293, is also worth
checking out before you head to the town of
Sulmona.
Sulmona is worth at least a one-day stop. Then
take a train to travel back to Chieti or Pescara.
The train station is a 7km walk from the Badia
Morronese, a point worth remembering before
you have your
second celebratory beer at the little bar next to
the abbey!
Jacqui Matthews-Price runs Kokopelli Camping
(www.kokopellicamping.co.uk), a small nature
camping site in Serramonacesca. All photos
courtesy of the author.

HAVE YOU DONE ANY HIKES
IN ABRUZZO?
Tell us about them! Send your
hiking tales and photos to
editor@abruzzissimo.com
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This is a demanding part of the trail where you
will climb the Morrone Mountain summit, walk
through beech and oak woods, and cross open
plains and gorges. The trail goes past the San
Pietro hermitage, a small stone structure with
an altar.

Day 5, Eremo San Pietro to Badia
Morronese, Sulmona15km, 370m ascent,
1340m descent.

FOOD & WINE

BEST EATS

BBQ ON THE ROOF OF THE
WORLD
By Linda Dini Jenkins
Start with a sunny day. Maybe the first one
when we can be out and about again. Head
toward the imposing fortress of Rocca Calascio.
Get out and climb. Build up an appetite. Back in
the car, head toward the medieval town of
Castel del Monte, and follow Strada 17bis out of
town — toward Campo Imperatore — until you
find yourself on an expansive plain surrounded
by grand mountains.
You are on the roof of Abruzzo – Little Tibet,
they call it — 1500 meters above sea level,
among the Gran Sasso range and the Monti
della Laga National Park. It is stunning, yes. But
that’s just the beginning. Because, before you
get to Campo Imperatore and the “Mussolini”
hotel, you’ll spot something unusual: an
American-style log cabin on the side of the road.
And cars. And motorcycles. You must pull over.
Your best lunch is here.

Welcome to Ristoro Mucciante, a roadside BBQ
owned and lovingly operated by the three
Mucciante brothers: Rodolfo, Roberto, and
Gianni, from nearby Castel del Monte. They
grew up in a family of butchers and today keep
those traditions alive by offering their finest
meat — arrosticini (thin sheep meat skewers),
sausage, massive steaks and pork chops —
along with wine, local sheep and goat cheese,
homemade bread, and sweet ciambelline
cookies to hungry travellers.
Go inside and order your food, and then take it
to one of the many charcoal grills — fornacelle
— outside. They are purpose-made for the
arrosticini, exactly the right width to hold the
skewer so it cooks perfectly. Wire baskets hold
the steaks, chops, and sausages on the grill.
Everything cooks quickly, so you can move to a
picnic table before too long, open the wine,
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BEST EATS
spread out the cheese and bread and indulge in
one of the best and most affordable (I fed five
people for less than €50) meals you’ll ever have.
The location takes your breath away. All those
mountains. Blue skies and white clouds.
Wildflowers. In the distance, sheep, cattle, and
horses roam and, any minute, sheep dogs might
be at your table, hoping for a morsel. It is an
experience like no other.
But why is there a log cabin in the middle of this
spectacular nowhere? Because in 1970, it was
built for They Call Me Trinity — one of many
spaghetti westerns filmed in the area. The
Mucciante family bought it and had a vision to
set up this roadside attraction that now draws
tourists from all over Europe.

Rodolfo smiles and looks out on the crazy
scene. “Abruzzo is a place I am so proud of,” he
says. “And I want to share it and its traditions
with everyone who comes here.” When things
open up again, put Ristoro Mucciante right at
the top of your list.
Ristoro Mucciante
Localita Madonnina
Castel del Monte
Tel.: 0039 086 2938357
Open June through October
www.ristoromucciante.it
Linda Dini Jenkins leads small tours to Italy and
blogs about travel at
www.travelitalythewriteway.com.

FAST FOOD IN STYLE
By Anna Swann
If you happen to be in Castel del Sangro, make
stop at the ALT. This café-restaurant-deli is the
brainchild of Abruzzo's famous chef Niko
Romito, who runs the 3-Michelin-starred
Casadonna Reale nearby. Students from his
academy work in the kitchen whipping up
delicious fast food for hungry travellers.

Open from early morning to late evening, it is a
great place to stop for a take-out or a quick sitdown meal after a hike or a day trip in the area. It
gets crowded during lunch and dinner, so avoid
those times if you want to sit at a table.

ALT
Strada Statale 17, km 150,3
Castel di Sangro
Tel.: 0039 347 5489949
Open Wednesday - Monday 8am-11.45pm
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Styled as a roadside diner-rotisserie, ALT is
famous for its crispy fried chicken (sold as a
whole for €18) and delicious bombas (doughnutstyle pastries) but also serves excellent
traditional dishes. I love their cazzarielli pasta
and chickpea soup, porchetta sandwiches made
with fresh focaccia bread and can eat my weight
in bomba pastries filled with delicate custard
cream. The chocolate and apricot cake is also to
die for (slices are gargantuan!).

WINE

CERASUOLO: NOT YOUR
GIRLY WIMPY ROSÉ

PIÈ DELLE VIGNE CERASUOLO
D’ABRUZZO DOC 2016

By Anna Lebedeva

Intense and elegant, with consistent
aromas and flavours of cherry and
raspberry, balanced by a note of bitter
almond. Good levels of acidity allow
this wine to age well, which is very
rare for Cerasuolo. Aged one year in
steel tanks plus one year in bottle.
Drink with grilled meats or rich pasta
dishes.
Price: €20-25. Buy on Cataldi
Madonna website, Abruzzowine.com,
Wineexpert.it (vintages may vary).

As soon as hot sunny days arrive, Cerasuolo wine
takes frontstage in Abruzzo. Anything but
conventional, Cerasuolo stands apart from the
frou-frou conventional pale rosé. Made from
Montepulciano D’Abruzzo grapes, the wine is
vibrant cherry-red, darker than its many
international counterparts are. It is a perfect
summer drink if you are not a big fan of white wine
but find reds too hefty in hot weather. The reduced
contact time (from two to eight hours) between the
fermenting juice and the grape skins means that
Cerasuolo is lower in tannins, lighter, zestier and
frutier than Montepulciano D’Abruzzo, yet has
more structure and character than white wines.
Although many wineries across Italy have jumped
on the pink wine bandwagon due to its growing
popularity, Abruzzo boasts a long tradition of rosé.
Several producers, such as Cataldi Madonna,
Valentini and Emidio Pepe, have been making
Cerasuolo decades before everyone else. In 2010,
Cerasuolo entered the DOC (Denominazione di
Origine Controllata) category, which means it is
made in certain viticultural zones with strictly
regulated grape varieties and methods. You will
find the traditional style Cerasuolo anywhere you
go in Abruzzo — although, by law, if produced
outside the DOC regulations, it has to be called
rosato.

These are my three top picks that represent
Cerasuolo from Abruzzo at its best.

NATURA CERASUOLO
D’ABRUZZO DOC
CHIUSA GRANDE

Made with the salasso method, it is
bolder, darker and stronger than your
usual rosé. Dry, tannic, a touch
astringent, reminiscent of aronia
berries that at first bite give you a
mouth-puckering sensation. It is a
perfect accompaniment for such
traditional peasant dishes as coratella
(pan-fried lamb intestines), pasta alla
pecorara (a pasta dish with a rich
lamb sauce topped with ricotta) or a
rich fish stew (il brodetto).
Price: €11-12. Buy on Chiusa Grande
website or Italianwineshop.it
ROSA-AE CERASUOLO
D'ABRUZZO DOC 2018
TORRE DEI BEATI

This particular Cerasuolo has received
the prestigious title of the best Italian
rosé from Gambero Rosso. Made
from 100% Montepulciano d'Abruzzo
grapes, this masterpiece is a pleasure
to look at (a stunning intense cherrypink colour) and drink. Beautiful
cherry, strawberry notes are balanced
with a hint of bitter almond and a
lightly acidic edge.
Price: €9-10. Buy on Vino.it or
AbruzzoWine.com.
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A handful of winemakers in the region still use old
traditional methods, such as saignée, or salasso in
Italian, for making Cerasuolo: a portion of grape
juice is removed from the must at an early stage
while the rest of it continues to ferment to become
red wine. Technically speaking, it is a byproduct of
red wine production and, often, sneered at by wine
snobs. However, the salasso method has a long
history and was used to make Cerasuolo
in the old days.

CATALDI MADONNA

RECIPES

GREEN GOLD OF ABRUZZO’S
MOUNTAINS
By Connie De Vincentis
Wild mountain spinach, or orapi, is one of the
tastiest, but least known leafy greens from
Abruzzo. For centuries, only the very poor women
went harvesting for orapi. They climbed the
mountain to look for free food to feed their
families and make some pies with the greens to
sell.
Often called the “herb from the cold”, wild
spinach grows at high altitudes on mountain
slopes and peaks at up to 2000 meters above
sea level, rarely below 500 meters. It especially
loves the spots fertilised by flocks of grazing
sheep. Wild mountain spinach is harvested in
May-June. Although shepherds and farmers in
Abruzzo have been eating orapi for centuries,
only recently have the tasty greens become quite
popular with restaurateurs. This time of year, you
can often spot people in the know climbing the
steep slopes of the Gran Sasso and Majella
mountains with big bags foraging for “green
gold”, as wild spinach is called locally. Some
forage for the family, others sell it to local
restaurants.

Wild spinach is one of the most versatile greens
you can harvest in the wild. I use them
everywhere, from soups to hand-made pasta.
Adding mashed orapi leaves to pasta gives it a
deep green colour and looks amazing with

Below you will find two quick and tasty recipes
with wild spinach. You can substitute orapi with
conventional spinach or leafy chicory.
Connie runs Home Restaurant in Tocco da
Casauria where she cooks traditional Abruzzesi
dishes.
Photo by Thomas Mathis/ CC licence
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In the Upper Sangro area of the L’Aquila
Province, the heart of the Abruzzo National Park,
shepherds and farmers always cooked orapi e
fasule, orapi leaves and beans, a local staple dish
that was a good substitute for meat. Wild
spinach leaves have a strong robust flavour and
are often added to rustic soups with cereals and
legumes (rice, beans and orapi is a popular
combination). Orapi are also eaten raw in simple
salads, seasoned with salt and lemon juice.

white sauces. Use it as you would use
conventional spinach, young tender leaves are
best eaten raw, the bigger ones are better
blanched for side dishes. I freeze blanched
orapi, so we can enjoy them throughout the
year. I do this with other greens that we forage
in the area such as wild chicory or nettle, which
I also use to substitute orapi to obtain different
flavours and textures in soups or pasta dishes.

RECIPES

FRITTATA WITH
ORAPI

PREPARATION
Brown the peeled garlic in a pan with two

INGREDIENTS
300g (1 1/4 cups) of wild spinach
(orapi) leaves, washed
1 clove of garlic
4 eggs
5 tablespoons of extra virgin olive

tablespoons of oil. Add the orapi (you can
shop them up if the leaves are too large),
season with salt and a pinch of chilli pepper
(optional). Cook for about 15 minutes on low
heat, stirring often.

In a bowl, beat the eggs with a pinch of salt.
Add and mix the cooked and chopped orapi.

oil

In a non-stick pan, heat 3 tablespoons of oil

salt

and pour the egg mixture. Cook for 5-6
minutes, turning the omelette halfway
through cooking, and serve.
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RECIPES

RISOTTO WITH
ORAPI

PREPARATION
Wash and blanch the orapi in boiling salted
water for two minutes. Drain, cool and chop the

INGREDIENTS
300g (1 1/4 cups) Carnaroli rice
300g (1 1/4 cups) wild spinach
(orapi)
1 whole head of garlic

leaves into small pieces.

Fry the onion and garlic in the oil (on low heat).
Remove the garlic and add the rice, slowly
toasting it. Pour the white wine and allow to
evaporate. Add a ladle of broth and the orapi.

1 tablespoon chopped onion
3 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil

Cook adding the broth a little at a time to make

250ml (1 cup) white wine

sure the rice doesn’t dry up. When the rice is

500ml (2 cups) vegetable broth

cooked, turn off the heat and let it rest for two

Abruzzese pecorino cheese or
Parmigiano, grated

minutes. Serve with with a generous amount of
grated pecorino.
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